TE-SD 3,6 Li Kit
Cordless Screwdriver
Item No.: 4513495
Ident No.: 11025
Bar Code: 4006825598575
The high-quality TE-SD 3,6 Li Kit cordless screwdriver is an extremely practical and versatile tool for ambitious DIY enthusiasts, which should not be
missing in any household. The lithium ion battery offers 30% more capacity for prolonged operation. Thanks to a pivot joint, the tool is converted with a
twist of the hand from a pistol screwdriver to a straight screwdriver for easy and quick screwdriving even in places which are difficult to access.

Features
- Lithium-ion rechargeable battery
- 30% higher capacity
- Pivot joint also enables use as a straight screwdriver
- 7 torque settings
- Robust metal gearbox
- Bit locking sleeve
- Magnetic screw holder
- Twin LED light
- Reverse facility
- Soft grip
- 3-step LED battery indicator and charging indicator light
- Complete with 32-piece bit box
- Supplied in practical gift box

Technical Data
- Accumulator
- Charging time
- Idle speed
- Max. torque hard
- Number of torque steps
- Tool holder
- Number of accumulators

3.6 V | 1500 mAh | Li-Ion
3h
200 min^-1
3.5 Nm
7 settings
Bit holder (6,35mm/¼") |
Mechanic locking sleeve
1 Pieces

Logistic Data
- Product weight
- Gross weight single packaging
- Dimensions single packaging
- Pieces per export carton
- Gross weight export carton
- Dimensions export carton
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)

0.43
1.5 kg
203 x 193 x 110 mm
18 Pieces
27.3 kg
600 x 425 x 375 mm
5166 | 10800 | 12690
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Available as special accessories
Bit-Set, 23-teilig
Cordless Drill Accessory
Item No.: 4258073
Bar Code: 4006825573268
Einhell Grey
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